Hello “Bob’s List”  Readers! It’s May and Bob Bernotas has a list for you.

May 2012

Hi Friends —

Welcome to “Bob’s List.” What is “Bob’s List?” Something I thought about you when I was deciding what to write about (like now). So here’s my first

THE 5 GREATEST JOHNNY MERCER LYRICS

1. “I Thought About You” (music: Jimmy Van Heusen)
2. “Days of Wine and Roses” (music: Henry Mancini)
3. “I Get a Kick out of You” (music: Richard Rodgers)
4. “Angela” (music: Burt Bacharach)
5. “Witchcraft” (music: Richard Rodgers)

Wendelboe’s inventive, edgy compositions are well suited to keep the ample solo space on compositions by Holland, Potter, and the fine trumpeter, Alex Sipiagin. Dave Holland

Steve Swell's solos, with solid support throughout from drummer Mark Ferber.

-driving opener, “Houdini,” to the gospel-laced closer, “After,” Pratt, his frontline mate, trombonist—based CD combines a satisfying respect for tradition with a forward looking vision. From the

Swell and multi-reed player Sabir Mateen prove that there still is a place for avant garde.
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